


Introduction:
Thanks for your purchase of a VOOPOO 
product.In order for you to have better use of 
all the functions of this product,please carefully 
read the operation notes and detailed 
functional instructions before your first use of 
this product.If you have any problems with 
using this product,please contact our local 
agent or visit our our official website at 
www.voopoo.com
 

Specifications：
Product Name：VFL                                                    
Atomizer capacity:0.8ML
Size：89*47*18.5mm
Output power：10W
Output Voltage：adjustable 2.5V/3.0V/3.5V 
constant voltage
Charging Current：650mAh
Charging Voltage：5V/500mA
Resting Current：
Resistance Range：
Product Material:zinc alloy+plastic
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Product Appearance

Product Profile
Thank you for choosing our product! Please 
read this instruction carefully before use and 
confirm the accessories as below.
VFL 10w  x 1               VFL Pod x 1 
Usb cable x 1               User manual x 1                      
Warranty card x 1



Operating Instructions:
How To Fill Liquid:
1. Pull up the silicone plug then fill in the liquid
    (see picture a).
2. Put back the silicone plug.

How To Assemble:
1. Connect the filled liquid pod with   
    mouthpiece(see picture b).
2. Connect the above with battery part. Once
    you hear a click, it means correctly
    assembled(see picture c).
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3. The pod and the nozzle is designed for the 
card slot，To remove the pod easily , we 
should shake it on the left and right promote. 
Shake it first on one promote and hear the 
sound, and then you shake the other promote 
and also hear the sound, so that it will be easy 
to remove the pod.



Basic Functions:

Charging:
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a. Before use please carefully read the user
    manual.

     water.
c. Please do not drop, throw or immerse the 

device in water as the out shell or inner 
components may be damaged.

d. Please use the proper working mode for
     your atomizer’s design and material.

    please let it be charged periodically to 
    avoid discharging.
f. Keep the contents of this package out of 
   reach of children and animals.
g. This product is intended for use with
     various strengths of e liquid, if you come
     into direct contact with such liquid whilst
     using this product please wash your hands
     and forearms thoroughly.

Exposure to such liquid can be harmful if 

your eyes with water and seek medical 
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rinse out your mouth and seek immediate 

advice, have the liquid product container 
or label at hand.

h. Do not use if pregnant or breast feeding.
i. Do not use if you have an unstable heart

diabetes.

k.
1) EEE Recycling:

This product should not be treated as 
household waste, instead it should be 

point for the recycling of electrical and 
electronic equipment.

   treated as household waste, instead it
   should be handed over to the applicable





Designed by Voopoo in California
www.voopoo.com 

Made in China


